PERMITSMARTI - CLOUD BASED
PERMIT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

PERMITSMARTI: AN OVERVIEW
PERMITSMARTI PRODUCES VIRTUAL AND/OR PHYSICAL PERMITS WHICH ARE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE ON THE PARKING
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER’S HANDHELD DEVICE, REGARDLESS OF THE EXISTING ENFORCEMENT SOFTWARE.

PermitSmarti simplifies the way in which
customers apply for and manage their
parking permits.
The fully web-based
system has been
designed to reduce
administrative demands,
improve accessibility
and encourage selfservice. PermitSmarti
helps organisations
to achieve their
digital transformation
objectives.
All elements of the
system interface
seamlessly with each
other and 3sixty (our
back-office notice
processing software) for
a truly end-to-end permit
and notice processing
management system.

PERMITSMARTI: FEATURES
Virtual permits
introduce significant environmental
and financial savings.
Virtual Visitor Vouchers
No need for physical vouchers to
creates a better user experience for
the motorist.
Account Based solution
Rules are built into the system to
determine an applicant’s permit
eligibility.
Organisational branding
Integrates with your corporate identity.
CO2 Emissions based permits
Achieve your environmental objectives
by encouraging more environmentallyfriendly vehicles.
Point Scoring
Optional questions allow fair allocation
of permits through your chosen
criteria.
Tiered Pricing
PermitSmarti can handle complex
issue rules and pricing.

GIS-based applications
Waiting lists are fully supported.
Cloud-based delivery
PermitSmarti is accessed via a web
browser to enable remote working.
Comprehensive reporting suite
Provides powerful management
information.
Salary deduction payment option
Multiple payment methods can be
configured into the system.
Multi-vehicle permits
Permits can be limited to a specific set of
vehicles.
Bulk mailshot facility
Easily communicate with motorists.
Postcode based inclusion/exclusion
Automatically determined within the
system.
Flexible configuration
as many different permit types as required
eg. Resident, contractor, staff, visitor.

PERMITSMARTI: FEATURES

Real-time transfer of permit data to CCTV
Enable intelligence-led enforcement.
Direct Debit/continuous payments
PermitSmarti can process regular
payments.
Integrates with ANPR
PermitSmarti can integrate with ANPR
systems.
Fully supports access control
PermitSmarti can integrate with barriers
and swipe-cards.
Self-serve system
Eliminates unnecessary inbound contact
and provides a better user experience.
Single sign-on
the applicant does not have to re-enter
personal information, such as name and
address, which is already held by the
organisation.
Mobile-friendly
optimised for use on smartphones and
tablets
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